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Starting from ���, exploring ����
Taipei Grand Traverse - Strolling Around ���
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The TAIPEI ��� RUN UP consists of �� floors, ���� steps, and a vertical ascent of ��� meters. 
Unlike traditional marathons, the only scenery during the vertical marathon is the endless 
stairs, handrails, and turns. With each challenging floor conquered, accompanied by the 
ambition to reach the sky, this is the unique experience brought by the TAIPEI ��� RUN UP.

Since the first run up event in ����, TAIPEI ��� RUN UP has now in its ��th year, and is 
considered by elite athletes around the world as one of the most challenging and iconic run 
up competitions. In ����, TAIPEI ��� was first appointed by the Towerrunning World 
Association to host the Asia-Pacific Vertical Marathon Finals, and officially become a certified 
international competition venue. Following the Asia-Pacific Championships in ���� and the 
World Championships in ����, TAIPEI ��� is honored to once again host the World 
Championships in ����. 

TAIPEI ��� RUN UP aims to become a signature tourist check-in spot, making this challenge 
a bucket list item for everyone. TAIPEI ���, the world-class athletic battlefield, awaits your 
participation and shout out, WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS!

Push your limits, everyone.
See you at TAIPEI ��� on May �th. 
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Taiwan Shin Kong Security Co., Ltd.、Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.、UP Sports、Crystal 
Soap、Brands®、Carrefour Taiwan 、XJIEE COJIb、NUTRITEC-ENJOY CORPORATION、
Kenji、Taisun Enterprise Co., Ltd.、Grape King Bio Ltd.、Salonpas®、K.K. ORCHARD
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�st Floor of TAIPEI ��� Office Tower (Xinyi Rd. Entrance)

May �, ���� (Sat.)

Heat �
��:�� and onwards  

Hear �
��:�� and onwards
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Qualifier Pass Sample

It is the sole responsibility of the participant to ensure that he/she is physically fit to participate in and complete the race without any 
medical assistance. Participants should also understand the risks involved in taking part in the race. Person who is suffering from 
chronic conditions such as high blood pressure, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and asthma…etc., should not join the race. Every 
runner will undergo a health check on the race day before starting. Once passed, you will then receive your “Qualifier” pass. All 
runners must run in sequence according to the bib number. Only the runners with the “Qualifier” pass may enter the racecourse.  

Participants who fail the physical examination will proceed for a re-check after a few moments. Those who fail for the second time 
will be disqualified from the race without a refund. Please assess your health condition carefully before registering.

Please wear appropriate shoes and outfits for the race and refer to the race bulletin on the website for your allotted time slot for the 
"%&#I

Start times may be adjusted accordingly depending on the situation. Please follow the instructions given by the on-site staff for the 
"%&#5*+%"+(-25,"/#"I

Timing Chip：
���� TAIPEI ��� RUN UP adopts a chip timing system to record the finish time. The timing chip is for one-time use only. Should you 
need assistance on how to fasten your chip, staff and volunteers at the venue will be available to assist. All chip times and results of 
the event will be published on the official website.

Violators of any of the following regulations will have their recorded times cancelled without a refund：
＊Receiving assistance or support from another person in between the race or riding an elevator and/or an escalator.
＊Please notify the staff stationed on each floor if you need a quick rest. Resting and blocking the stairway or interfering with the race 
%"#5*+"(&+)A54",8(?(+#/I
＊Wearing a bib not matching to the registered category.
＊Using a substitute or non-registered runner to run for you during the race com. Once verified, both parties shall be disqualified from 
+8#5"%&#5%-/5?%--#/5$",354%"+(&(4%+(-25(-5+8#5"%&#5$,"5%54#"(,/5,$5,-#5A#%"I

＊Not following the judgment of the referee or the guidance of the staff, violating sportsmanship, making loud noises at the venue, or 
engaging in live broadcasting, video calls, selfies, and behaviors involving taking pictures or videos of themselves or other
contestants during the competition, and influencing the contestants in any other way or means.

For runners who wish to take pictures or videos throughout the race, though the following items are allowed in the race, rules apply. 
O(,)%+,"*5;())58%G#5+8#("5"#*0)+*5&%-&#))#/5%-/5-,5"#$0-/5;())5?#52"%-+#/I
＊GoPro：For safety reasons, GoPro must be securely mounted to your chest to avoid dropping during the race.(Figure �)
＊Cellphone：For safety reasons, your phone must be securely mounted to your chest or to your arm using an armband or tightly held 
in your hand.(Figure �/Figure �)
＊Backpack：Due to limited space in the stairways, no backpacks or crossbody bags will be allowed. Belt bags must be securely worn.
(Figure �)

Disputes：
＊Competition disputes：during the race, runners may not dispute the referees and officials.
＊Dispute procedure：any dispute concerning the race shall be raised within ten minutes after finishing the race and a security deposit 
of NT$�,��� must be submitted. If the judges of the review committee concludes that the dispute is not justified, then the NT$�,��� 
/#4,*(+5*8%))5-,+5?#5"#+0"-#/I ��





Please note that this is a high-intensity sporting competition, participants should evaluate their physical condition and 
ability before joining. Once registered, please prepare yourself with sufficient training leading up to the race day.
Get enough rest the day before the race to ensure optimal physical condition. In order to avoid risk of experiencing 
symptoms caused by low blood sugar, make sure you do not race with an empty stomach and have light meal about two 
8,0"*5?#$,"#5+8#5"%&#I
In addition to �F and ��F, there will be water stations on several floors in between.
Participants must consider their physical condition and put safety first； do not force yourself if you feel unwell. Please 
stop immediately and seek assistance from the nearest staff. The referees and the doctors reserve the right to stop the 
"0--#"*5$",354%"+(&(4%+(-25(-5+8#5"%&#5?%*#/5,-5+8#("548A*(&%)5&,-/(+(,-I5@8#5"#2(*+"%+(,-5$##5;())5-,+5?#5"#$0-/#/5%-/5+8#
4%"+(&(4%-+5*8%))5-,+5,?P#&+I
If there are any accidents during the competition, the participants and their relatives are willing to bear the responsibility 
$,"5+8#5%&&(/#-+5"(*9*5,$5+8#5&,34#+(+(,-I5@8#A5%"#5;())(-25+,5?#5"#*4,-*(?)#5$,"5%&&(/#-+*5&%0*#/5?A54#"*,-%)5())-#**5,"5
intentional behavior； they also agree to be responsible for any accidents not directly caused by the organizer or partners. 
In case of injury, death or any other loss of any kind, we waive any request for compensation or consolation money.
Timing chips are used to record the race times. Please refer to the instructions or ask for assistance from staff on site if 
-##/#/I5@8#5,"2%-(D#"5;())5-,+5?#58#)/5"#*4,-*(?)#5(-5&%*#5;8#-5+8#5+(3#*5%"#5-,+5"#&,"/#/5/0#5+,54#"*,-%)5-#2)(2#-&#I
Please keep the bib, race vest, and timing chip in the race packet intact and safe. There will be no replacement for 
/%3%2#/5,"5),*+5(+#3*I510--#"*5;(+8,0+5%5?(?5;())5-,+5?#5%)),;#/5+,54%"+(&(4%+#I
The organizer reserves the copyright to publish or broadcast videos, photographs, names, bib number, and results, or 
,+8#"5+A4#*5,$53%+#"(%)*5"#&,"/#/5%+5+8(*5#G#-+5$,"5+8#540"4,*#5,$5"#4,"+(-25%-/54",3,+(-25(+*5%&+(G(+(#*I
In order to avoid affecting the progress of the event, without the prior written consent of the organizer, the participants 
are not allowed to conduct live broadcasts at the event location during the event, to make video call, to take selfies, or 
other acts of photographing or recording oneself or other contestants. In case of violation, on-site staff reserves the right 
+,5/(*Q0%)($A54%"+(&(4%-+*5$",35+8#5&,34#+(+(,-I
In case where the event is cancelled or postponed due to force majeure clauses or any unforeseen circumstances,
registrants should not object to the decision. Please refer to “Announcement of Refund or Postponement” for details of 
+8#5"0)#*I
@8#5,"2%-(D#"5"#*#"G#*5+8#5"(28+5+,5%3#-/5%-A5"0)#*5%-/5"#20)%+(,-*5;(+8,0+54"(,"5-,+(&#I

General Liability Insurance：
H-)A5-#&#**%"A5#3#"2#-&A53#/(&%)5%(/5;())5?#54",G(/#/5%+5+8#5#G#-+5*(+#I5.))-#**#*5&%0*#/5?A5+8#54%"+(&(4%-+*R5,;-5/(*#%*#*5
%"#5-,+5&,G#"#/I5J#-#"%)5)(%?()(+A5(-*0"%-&#5,-)A5&,G#"*5&)%(3*5$,"5(-P0"(#*5&%0*#/5?A5%&&(/#-+*5,-5*(+#I5.+5(*5"#&,33#-/#/5+8%+5
4%"+(&(4%-+*5 +,5 40"&8%*#5 %//(+(,-%)5 (-*0"%-&#5 ?%*#/5 ,-5 +8#("5 4#"*,-%)5 -##/*I5 >#+%()*5 ,-5 %))5 +8#5 "#20)%+,"A5 4",G(*(,-*5 ,$5
(-*0"%-&#53%++#"*5&%-5?#5,?+%(-#/5?A5&,-+%&+(-257@11EI

�.Coverage :
The policy is extended to cover the Insured’s legal liability for death and bodily injury to third party persons and damage to 
third party property arising out of the following conditions：
＊Accidents occurred to the Insured or an employee of the Insured along the race course.
＊Accidents occurred to the Insured inside the building, on the pathways, or from machineries or equipment nearby the race 
&,0"*#I

�.Insurance Exclusions：
＊Injuries due to personal illness.
＊Symptoms caused by personal illness or cardiovascular diseases such as shock, heart disease, heat exhaustion, diabetes, 
heatstroke, altitude illness, epilepsy, dehydration…etc.
＊If the participant encounters the medical history of the disease mentioned in the second point, it is recommended to 
&%"#$0))A5&,-*(/#"58(*5,;-5*%$#+A5%-/540"&8%*#5%//(+(,-%)54#"*,-%)5%&&(/#-+5(-*0"%-&#5?A58(3*#)$I5.$5+8#54%"+(&(4%-+58%*5,"5
has had symptoms associated with high risk of sudden death, please consult a doctor for professional judgment before 
"#2(*+#"(-2I

（PLEASE READ CAREFULLY）
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�.Runners who wish to check their personal belongings must have their own storage bags and will have to show the bib 
when dropping off and picking up their bag. Please follow the instructions in the bulletin and arrive at the bag storage area 
at least �� minutes beforehand. To avoid delays in starting time from going back and forth to the bag storage area, please 
make sure all non-essential items are secured in the storage bag before bag check.
�.Please do not store any electronic devices, valuable goods, fresh goods, or dangerous goods. The event organizer shall not 
be liable for the damage or loss of any personal items.
�.Location and time for dropping off and picking up your checked bag：

( TAIPEI ��� Mall Fountain Plaza )

Health Check 

Category Location Drop-off Time Pick-up Time

��:��

��:��
 TAIPEI ��� Mall 
Fountain Plaza

 Taipei ��� Office Tower
Designated Bag Storage Area

��:��

��:��

before ��:��

before ��:��

before ��:��

before ��:��

STEP
�

STEP
�

STEP
�

STEP
�

STEP
�

STEP
�

�.Security Inspection
�.Baggage Deposit

� Gather at Entrance
�.�nd Security Inspection

Timing Chip Check

Standby

Start
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TWA Elite

General Elite 

Self-Challenge 

Team

Please refer to the page �� floor plan
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�. Fold the creases on both sides of the wafer downwards (Figure �). 
�. Tear off the removable sticker on the left side of the wafer.
�. Fold the wafer into a D shape and stick it aligned with the holes.
� Release one shoelace hole on both the left and right sides (Figure �).
�. Face the D-shaped wafer with the numbered side up.
�. Cross the shoelace through the holes under the D-shaped wafer and tie the wafer close to the tip of the shoe.
(Figure �).
�. Tie the shoelaces into a knot outside the D-shaped wafer.

4'&)
�. Please wear the D-shaped wafer properly on the shoes; do not place it in your pocket or hold it in your hand.
�. Make sure to pass the sensing mat on the racetrack properly at the start of the race.
�. Holding the wafer in place with metal objects is strictly prohibited.
�. Runners who are wearing shoes with no shoelaces please acquire a fixing string from the service center.
�. Each runner must not wear more than one wafer.
�. Please report to the organizer at the race venue if your wafer number does not match the number on your
     cloth to have it corrected.

Figure � Figure � Figure �
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TWA Elite

General Elite

Self-Challenge

Self-Challenge

Self-Challenge

Self-Challenge

Self-Challenge

Self-Challenge

Self-Challenge

Self-Challenge

Team

Team

�.Runners are released in every � seconds. The 
race will pause for � minutes for every ����
runners to reorganize the site. For runners who 
missed the starting time, please follow the
direction of the on-site staff for re-arrangement.                                                                                         
�.The cut-off time for physical examination is 
��:��PM. Participants who are unable to get
checked within the timeframe will not be
eligible to start the race.

�.Once Self-Challenge runners have finished 
physical examinations, please abide by the 
instructionsand start in numerical order of the 
bib.

�. Runners are released in every � seconds. The 
race will pause for � minutes for every ���� 
runners to reorganize the site. For runners who 
missed the starting time, please follow the 
direction of the on-site staff for re-arrangement                                                                                         
�.The cut-off time for physical examination is 
��:��PM. Participants who are unable to get 
checked within the timeframe will not be 
eligible to start the race.

�.Once runners who signed up as a Team have 
finished physical examinations, please abide by  
the instructions and start in numerical order of 
the bib.
�.Runners are released in every � seconds. The 
race will pause for � minutes for every �� teams 
to reorganizet the site. For teams who missed 
the starting time, please follow the direction of 
the on-site staff for re-arrangement.
�.The cut-off time for physical examination is
��:��PM. Participants who are unable to get
checked within the timeframe will not be
eligible to start the race.
�.Each floor will begin to be cleared �� minutes 
after the last team started. Those who are 
unable to finish the race before the clearance 
will not have their finish time recorded nor will 
they receive their completion certificate.

Starting interval is �� seconds for Elite runners 
and � seconds for General Elite.

First heat ： From �st floor to ��th floor.
Runners are released in every �� seconds

Second heat ： From �st floor to ��th floor.
Runners are released in every �� seconds

Notes

＊The below starting time is estimation only. The actual time may vary depending on conditions on site.
$$$$>)$"99(),."&)$:'5($9"&.)/,);
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�.Runners are released in every � seconds. The 
race will pause for � minutes for every ���� 
runners to reorganize the site. For runners who 
missed the starting time, please follow the 
direction of the on-site staff for re-arrangement.                                                                                         
�.The cut-off time for physical examination is 
��:��PM. Participants who are unable to get 
checked within the timeframe will not be 
eligible to start the race.



�st Level：Balance Test - � Chances

!"#$%

Body Temperature ≤��°

Body Temperature ≥��°

&#'())*+%'+(,)(-+./''*+0#)$$1#)2
Disqualified from the race for your own safety. 
&#'())*+%'+0"(-+10+%,)+3''*4+.532

&5$$6+&#'())*+%'+(,)(-+.'*4+%)70)#5%1#)2
Fail: �nd try

&5$$6+&#'())*+%'+(,)(-+.'*4+%)70)#5%1#)2
Fail: Final try

&5$$6+&#'())*+%'+(,)(-+.'*4+%)70)#5%1#)2
Fail: Disqualified from the race for your own safety.
++++++++++&#'())*+%'+0"(-+10+%,)+3''*4+.532

�.Pass: Proceed to the race.
�.If fail again in �nd measurement, disqualified from the race for 
your own safety. Proceed to pick up the goody bag.

Second

8,"#*

�nd Level：Temperature Measurement - � Chance

�rd Level：Blood Pressure Reading - � Chances
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Finisher Certification

!"#"$%&'(0"12(3/4!"#"$%&'(0"12(3/4

Finisher Souvenirs

Completion Certificate
All finishers will be able to obtain a certificate and a medal on the race day before �:��PM at the 
designated area. Records will be published on the event website on �� May, ����.
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Bonus Taxation：
!""#$%&'()*#)*+,)-'"#.,)/01)203)0'%)40$&#56)&'"#.,)3&*+)+#7%&'()$0*,)6*0'%0$%68)&9)*+,):0$*&"&:0'*)&6)0')&'%&4&%07)$,6&%&'()
in R.O.C.(Taiwan) whose total annual prize winnings reach NT$�,��� or more are to be declared as income. If the amount 
of cash awarded is more than NT$��,���, then ��% tax will be deducted for winners who are citizens of R.O.C.(Taiwan) 
and ��% tax will be deducted for non-citizen winners (please bring a photocopy of your passport or ID).

�st

�nd

�rd

�th

�th

�th

�st

�nd

�rd

NT$���,���

NT$��,���

NT$��,���

NT$ ���,��� (€�,���)

NT$ ��,��� (€�,���)

NT$ ��,��� (€�,���)

NT$ ��,��� (€���)

NT$ ��,��� (€���)

NT$ �,��� (€���)

NT$ ���,��� (€�,���)

NT$ ��,��� (€�,���)

NT$ ��,��� (€�,���)

NT$ ��,��� (€���)

NT$ ��,��� (€���)

NT$ �,��� (€���)

＊RATE: �€: ��TWD

NT$ ��,���/0&30');+0.:&#' NT$ ��,���

!"#$%&'()*#+,"-

./0)12&3#

Male Record   ��'��"��Category

<07,=70", >,.07,

<07, >,.07,

NT$���,���
Female Record  ��'��"��

NT$���,���;06+)=$&?,

Top � in overall rankings of male and female groups will be awarded cash prizes based on the accumulated points 
of both heats. In case of event points, runner with a higher score in the second heat will determine the final 
6*0'%&'(@

.#$4
Result is calculated based on the team's best top �� results. Teams with fewer than �� finishers will not be 
included in the ranking. According to the total score, the top � winning teams will be awarded cash prizes 
0'%)*$#:+&,6@

./0)12&3#56#'#"$2)12&3#57#289:;$22#'(#
To encourage the Taiwanese runners, Taiwanese male and female first place winners (either from TWA Elite, 
General Elite, or Self-challenge groups) will receive cash prize.
＊Note：If the Taiwan’s male and female first place winners are also the top � TWA Elite winners, they will be 
eligible for prizes for both Taiwanese champion and Top � winners.

A bonus cash prize will be awarded to the Top � runner in both male and female groups that sets a new TAIPEI ��� 
ABC)B=)$,"#$%@

=70", /,0.
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Medical Station

Water Station

A,6*$##.
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��F
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��F

��F

��F

��F

�F
(Water Station &Restroom
outside TAIPEI ���)
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�.The race kit includes a set of TAIPEI ��� observatory ticket discount code exclusive for TAIPEI ��� RUN UP  runners.
�.Please purchase tickets on the TAIPEI ��� Observatory official website and enter the discount code onto enjoy an  
��% off discount on regular admission tickets (limited to foreign full-price tickets and Taiwanese full-price tickets).
�.This discount code is valid until �/��/����. The discount code can only be used once, with a maximum of � tickets 
:,$)56,@

Notes:
�.This discount is only applicable to foreign full-price tickets priced at NTD ��� or Taiwanese full-price tickets priced 
at NTD ���. Other ticket types are not applicable.
�.This discount is only applicable for online ticket purchases and can not be used for on-site ticket purchases.
�.If the athlete uses this discount code to purchase tickets, they still need to enter from the �th floor observatory 
entrance and can not directly enter the observatory from the athlete'sexitroute.
�.For ticket purchase and venue-related regulations, please refer to the observatory official website and on-site 
0''#5'",.,'*6@
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Perfect night view for
confessing your love

Xiangshan

Distance：1100 steps
Level：★★★☆☆

Extraordinarily delicious steamed
dumplings with 18 times folded wraps

TAIPEI 101 Din Tai Fung 

Distance：10 steps
Level：★☆☆☆☆

The root from old Taipei

Four Four South Village

Distance：450 steps
Level：★★☆☆☆

Pilgrimage for trendy men / women
The East District Of Taipei

Distance：1900 steps
Level：★★★★☆

Sun Yat-sen Memoral Hall

Distance：1200 steps
Level：★★★☆☆

Historical trace 
of Songshan Tobacco Factory

Songshan
Cultural and Creative Park

Distance：1500 steps
Level：★★★★☆

Snack forest in the city
Raohe Street Night Market

Distance: 2040 steps
Level：★★★★★

Delicacy Avenue
with countless local dishes

Linjiang Street Night Market

Distance：1300 steps
Level：★★★☆☆

Departing from ��� ,
    exploring ���� steps around

!"!

����

����

※Scale : 1 Step = 1 Meter

!"#"$%"#&'(')*+,-+''''''''''''''./0'/,('1234$'5%6'1"76$58#6'89''''''''''''''''''''$56:$';:<
            Not just as the finish line of the competition, 
      TAIPEI ��� is also the starting point of your passionate adventure in Taipei.
                    Follow the map and explore where                   steps will bring you.
    Go find your own champion route!
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捷運關渡站

小油坑服務站

風櫃口

二子坪服務站

面天坪涼亭

捷運大湖公園站
捷運劍潭站

捷運麟光站

捷運動物園站

飛龍步道政大後山 貓空

中華科大

世界山莊

碧山巖

社子島
島頭公園

大稻埕碼頭廣場

華江雁鴨自然公園

馬場町紀念公園

古亭河濱公園

景美河濱公園

樟湖山

河雙��
河濱公園

社子大橋
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Embark on a romantic journey to Zhuzihu,
capturing the beautiful moment of blossom.

Miantianping Pavilion - 
Xiaoyoukeng Tourist Service Station

Distance：12km
Difficulty：★★★★★X�� X��

Roaming the Seven Star Mountain,
conquering the �st mountaintop of Taipei,

challenging boundless scenery,
and climbing the mountain of life.

Xiaoyoukeng Tourist Service Station
- Fengguikou

Distance：13km
Difficulty

Shuangxi Ancient Trail, deep into the hidden realm
 you'll find tranquility and clear scenery which

thoroughly relaxes the mind.

Fengguikou - 
China University of Science and Technology

X�� Distance：18km
Difficulty

The Bi Shan Yan is situated high above, overlooking
the Taipei Basin. At night, you can enjoy a

panoramic view of the city skyline with TAIPEI ���.

MRT Jiantan Station -
Bishan Temple

X�� Distance：12km
Difficulty

Stroll along the Guizikeng Trail, feel the tranquility of the
 forest, and take in the panoramic views of theTaipei Basin, 

awakening a good state of mind for the whole day.

MRT Guandu Station - 
Erzhiping Tourist Service Station

Distance：13kmX�� Difficulty：★★

Relieving stress and healing the soul, cycling is a great
choice.Leisurely riding along the riverbank,

enjoying the beautiful scenery of the riverbank.

MRT Taipei Zoo Station -
MRT Guandu Station
(Riverside Bicycle Path)

Distance：38 km Difficulty

Visit the revered "Zhinan Temple," known as the number 
one spiritual mountain in the world, to pay respects to the gods and

 Buddha. Honor the mountains and waters, 
and exercise while praying for peace.

Shijie Shanzhuang - 
Feilong Trail at 

National ChengChi Universitys Rear Mountain

X�� Distance：13km
Difficulty

Challenge the Four Beasts Mountain, because of its low altitude
and gentle slopes, the views are excellent, offering a ���-degree

panoramic view of the Taipei Basin with no blind spots.

China University of Science and Technology - 
MRT Linguang Station

X�� Distance：11km
Difficulty

!"#$!%&'#&$()%*+$!)%&,$-.*/&/0/$.1$"&2&*3$).40#/$-.**#-0&*3$%00)%-0&.*/$%).4*+$!%&'#&5$
         including a ��-kilometer mountain trail and a ��-kilometer riverside walkway.
                   With diverse ecological, historical, and cultural heritage,
     it also offers a variety angles of viewing TAIPEI ��� along the way.
        On this trail, not only brings you physical enhancement,
                      but also different perspectives of seeing the beauty of TAIPEI ���.
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Do you know how many TAIPEI ��� towers you have climbed 
if you finish any of the trails in straight-line distance?
Come conquer the � routes of the Taipei Grand Trail, train 
yourself while enjoying exercise and beautiful scenery, and 
the sense of achievement when reaching the summit! Along 
the way, you can also try tracing where TAIPEI ��� is.

#Difficulty levels of each route
 (based on experiences shared by netizens) (Difficult > Easy)

百齡
河濱公園

�

Source：Taipei Grand Traverse website

Taipei Grand Trail -
     Strolling Around TAIPEI ���

�

��
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